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This paper presents detection algorithms for baseline interconnection networks in the presence of
multiple faults. We develop a procedure for ﬁnding the constraints of test vectors. This reduces
the number of distinct test vectors and solves the problems efﬁciently. Furthermore, we design a
new and systematic procedure for generating admissible permutations and reduction rules to ﬁnd
constraints easier. By using this novel approach, we are able to derive the following new results. (1)
Four distincttest vectors are necessary and sufﬁcientfor detectingmultiplefaults in an 88 baseline
network. (2) Six distinct test vectors are sufﬁcient for detecting multiple faults in a 16  16 baseline
network. (3) Six tests are necessary and sufﬁcient for detecting multiple faults in a 16  16 baseline
network. This improves the previous result of [1], which needs 8 tests to accomplish the same task.
(4) We show that .2log 2 N/−2 tests are sufﬁcient for detecting multiple faults in an N N baseline
network for N  16. This also improves the result of [1], which needs 2log2 N tests.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid advance and development in very large-scale
integration (VLSI) technology, it becomes feasible to build
a system with hundreds or thousands of processors. The
interconnectionnetwork,froma generalviewpoint,provides
a means for simultaneous connections not only among the
processors but also between the processors and memory
modules. Multistage interconnection networks (MINs) have
assumed importance because of their cost-effectiveness [2].
Over the past two decades, many MINs have been proposed
and discussed [3–7]. It has been shown that the baseline,
the omega, the indirect binary n-cube, the ﬂip, the modiﬁed
data manipulator, and the regular SW banyan network with
S D F D 2 are topologically equivalent [6]. In this
paper,wedevelopmultiple-faultdetectionproceduresforthe
baseline networks.
For locating a single link fault or a single switching
element (SE) fault and determining the fault type with two
validstates, HuangandLombardi[8]showthatnomorethan
12 tests are required. The multiple-fault detection problem
is more complex than that of a single fault. If multiple
faults are present, some faults may mask others so that we
need more tests to detect these faults. In [3], Feng and Wu
present a method for detecting multiple faults in an N  N
baseline network. They show that for detecting multiple
faults, 2log2 N C 2 tests are sufﬁcient. In [1,9], Lin and
Lin use a comprehensive method to improve the result to
2log 2 N tests. In this paper, we will further improve the
result to 2log2 N − 2t e s t s .
This paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries of the
MINs and the fault model are covered in Section 2. In
Section 3, we brieﬂy describe the procedure for detecting
multiple faults in a 2  2a n da4 4 baseline network. We
present a novel procedure to accomplish the task efﬁciently.
Section 4 deals with the problem for an 8  8 baseline
network. We prove that four distinct test vectors are
necessary and sufﬁcient for detecting multiple faults in an
8  8 baseline network. The purpose of Section 5 is to
extend the results in Section 4 to a 16  16 and an N  N
baseline network. Hence, we are able to prove that six tests
are necessary and sufﬁcient for detecting a 44, an 88a n d
a1 6 16 baseline network with two valid states. We also
present a multiple-fault detection procedure for an N  N
baseline network with two valid states by using 2log2 N −2
tests, N  16. In Section 6, we describe an efﬁcient
veriﬁcation algorithm for verifying our results. Section 7
is the concluding remarks.
2. PRELIMINARIES
An N  N MIN connects N processors to N memory
modules. In this paper, we assume N D 2n. The baseline
network [10] shown in Figure 1 consists of n stages with
each stage being composed of N=2 two-by-two switching
elements which have the capabilities of straight and cross
connections. In this paper, we denote these two connections
as valid states.
The totally exhaustive combinatorial fault model [1,3,8]
with multiple-fault assumption is used in the analysis. A
fault within a MIN can occur either at a link or in an SE.
All faults will be assumed to be non-transient. The fault
occurring at a link may be one of the two kinds of stuck
fault: stuck-at-zero (s-a-0) and stuck-at-one (s-a-1).
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FIGURE 1. Baseline network and two valid states of SEs: (a) baseline network for N D 8; (b) straight state; (c) cross state.
FIGURE 2. The set of 16 possible states of an SE.
As delineated in [3], each switching element has 16
possiblestatesasshowninFigure2. Inthebaselinenetwork,
the valid states include S5 and S10. The remaining 14 states
are assumed to be faulty. In Figure 2, ‘?’ means logically
unidentiﬁed output responses in which there is no logical
connection between a certain input and output (i.e. wire
break). ‘’ means logically erroneous output responses in
which an output connects with both inputs at the same time
(i.e. wire short). The output values of ‘?’ and ‘’ depend on
circuit implementation of the SE [3]. We use the notation
Si ! Sj, i 6D j, to denote that the SE behaves as a
faulty functional state Sj from the valid state Si. A multiple
fault means the simultaneous occurrences of any possible
combination of single faults at links and SEs.
In this paper, we consider the multiple-fault detection
problemfor an NN baselinenetworkwith two validstates.
We start with some deﬁnitions.
Initial input port (IIP). The input ports which are named
IIP0 to IIPN−1 downward. The test vectors t0;t1;:::;tN−1
are put on IIP0 to IIPN−1 respectively for detecting multiple
faults in the network.
Initial output port (IOP). When all the SEs of the baseline
network are set to be straight, IIPk will pass through the
network and will reach the output port named IOPk,0
k  N − 1. See Figure 3a and Figure 8a for a depiction.
Product of disjoint cycles .0;1/.2;3/ means 0 ! .1/,
1 ! .0/,2! .3/and3 ! .2/. Thatis, IIP0 isconnectedto
IOP1, IIP1 is connected to IOP0, IIP2 is connected to IOP3,
and IIP3 is connected to IOP2. In Figure 3a, the product
of disjoint cycles .0/.1/.2/.3/ means 0 ! .0/,1! .1/,
2 ! .2/,3! .3/.
CyclelengthisthenumberofIIPsinacycle. Forexample,
the length of the cycle .0;1;2;3/ is 4 and the length of the
cycle .0;1/ is 2.
Routing permutation.I f a c y c l e o r a product of
disjoint cycles includes all IIPs, then it is called a routing
permutation. For example, in a 4  4 baseline network,
the products of disjoint cycles .0;2/.1;3/, .0;1;2;3/,
.0;1/.2;3/ and .0/.1/.2/.3/ are all routing permutations.
Admissible permutation. If a routing permutation
can be implemented in a baseline network by properly
setting its SEs, then the routing permutation is called
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FIGURE 3. Four examples of routing permutations: (a) product of disjoint cycles .0/.1/.2/.3/; (b) product of disjoint cycles .0;1/.2;3/;
(c) a cycle .0;1;2;3/; (d) blocking routing .0;1;3;2/.
admissible. Figure 3 shows four examples, where
.0/.1/.2/.3/, .0;1/.2;3/ and .0;1;2;3/ are admissible
permutations because we can set the SEs properly as shown
there. However,inFigure3d,.0;1;3;2/isnotanadmissible
permutation since 0 ! .1/,1! .3/,3! .2/ and 2 ! .0/
cannot be established simultaneously without conﬂict.
3. MULTIPLE-FAULT DETECTION FOR 2  2 AND
4  4 BASELINE NETWORKS
Because the complexity of a multiple-fault detection
problem grows at an exponential rate, it is too complex to
detect all the multiple faults simultaneously in an N  N
baseline network, for N  8. Therefore, we will separate
our analysis into four steps as shown in Figure 4. At ﬁrst,
we classify faults in SEs into three groups in the test phase
for S10 (the test phase for S5 is similar):
Group 1. Stuck-at faults .S10 ! S0; S1; S2; S4; S6; S7;
S8; S9; S11; S13; S14 and S15). The output values may be 0
or 1, depending on the circuit implementation. Note that
faults occurring at links are also included in this group.
Group 2. Exchange fault .S10 ! S5/.
Group 3. Broadcast faults (S10 ! S3 and S10 ! S12).
We derivethe constraintsof these three kindsoffaults and
satisfy them in Step 1 to Step 3 respectively. A set of test
vectors which satisﬁes the constraints for Step 1 to Step 3
is generated and then tested by a veriﬁcation procedure in
Step 4. If it is feasible, then the result is obtained.
There are two degrees of freedom in this work; namely,
the types of fault (stuck-at, exchange, broadcast) and the
size of network on which detection will be attempted. We
tackle the question of exchange faults on small (N D 2;4)
networks ﬁrst in this section, then generalize our method to
N D 8, thenbringinbroadcastandstuck-atfaultsin the next
section, and ﬁnally move to larger networks for all faults in
Section 5.
In [1,9], constraint graphs are used to analyze the
constraint relations between the test vectors for detecting
multiple faults in a 2  2a n da4 4 baseline network. They
derive that the minimum number of distinct test vectors is 3
and the minimum number of tests is 6 for a 4  4 baseline
network. In this section, we ﬁrst include some results of
[1,3] for completeness. Then we present an alternative
approach to simplify the process which will improve the
results when N  8.
THEOREM 3.1. The necessary and sufﬁcient conditions
for the input test vectors a, b to detect multiple faults in an
SE or at a link in state S10 or S5 are that:
(1) both a and b are neither all-zero nor all-one vectors;
(2) a 6D b.
Proof [3]. Omitted. 
THEOREM 3.2. The necessary and sufﬁcient conditions
for the input test vectors t0, t1, t2 and t3 to detect multiple
faults in a 4  4 baseline network with two valid states, S10
and S5, in a test phase are that:
(1) t0, t1, t2 and t3 are all neither all-zero nor all-one
vectors;
(2) t0 6D t1, t2 6D t3, t0 6D t2, t1 6D t3;
(3) t0 6D t3 or t1 6D t2.
Proof [1]. Omitted. 
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FIGURE 4. Our strategy for ﬁnding a set of feasible test vectors.
The above works have done the entire multiple-fault
detection problem very well for 2  2a n d4 4 baseline
networks. In the remainder of this section, we will develop
an alternative approach to deal with this problem. This
approach will be used in Sections 4 and 5 to derive new
results. By Theorem 3.1, the stuck-at faults at links in a
2  2 SE can be detected if we use neither all-zero nor all-
one test vectors. Therefore, we use neither all-zero nor all-
one test vectors to satisfy the constraint of stuck-at faults
(Group1). In this section, we deal with the case of exchange
faults (Group 2) by using the ‘constraint graph’ technique.
The case of broadcast faults (Group 3) will be analyzed by
using the ‘avoid faulty cycle’ technique in the next section.
Now, we give a procedure in which the constraint graph
technique is used to derive the constraints of the test vectors
in a 4  4 baseline network. The procedure includes two
parts: generating the admissible permutations and deriving
the reduction rules. Before describing them, let us present
the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.3. A set of test vectors will be infeasible to
detect the exchange faults if the following two conditions
occur simultaneously:
(i) an admissible permutation of the set of test vectors
includes a cycle or cycles whose length is greater than
or equal to 2;
(ii) all IIPs included in each of the cycles mentioned in (i)
use the same test vector respectively.
Proof. At ﬁrst, we consider two routing situations in a
network.
Case 1. The normal situation .i1/.i2/:::.ik/ means i1 !
.i1/, i2 ! .i2/;:::;and ik ! .ik/.
Case 2. Ac y c l e.i1;i2;:::;ik/ means i1 ! .i2/;i2 !
.i3/;:::;ik−1 ! .ik/ and ik ! .i1/.
If ti1 D ti2 D ::: D tik, then the outputs at
IOPi1;IOPi2;:::;and IOPik for these two different routing
situations (Case 1 and 2) are the same. Therefore, we cannot
make sure which routing situation occurs in the network.
Furthermore, if an admissible permutation .c11;c12;:::;
c1k/.c21;c22;:::;c2m/:::.ci1;ci2;:::;cij/ occurs in the
network and each cycle uses the same test vector (i.e. c11 D
c12 D ::: D c1k;c21 D c22 D ::: D c2m;:::; and
ci1 D ci2 D ::: D cij), then the outputs for this situation
are equal to the normal outputs. We also cannot make sure
which routing situation occurs in the network. Therefore,
this set of test vectors is infeasible surely. For example, an
admissible permutation .0;1/.2;3/ is shown in Figure 3b.
If t0 D t1, t2 D t3 and exchange fault S10 ! S5 occurs
at SE0 and SE1 simultaneously, then the set of the output
vectors will be .t1;t3;t0;t2/ D .t0;t2;t1;t3/. Hence, we
cannot make sure whether the exchange faults occur in SE0
and SE1 or not. 
By Theorem 3.3, we can translate the problem for
ﬁnding constraints of the test vectors to the prob-
lem for ﬁnding admissible permutations in a network.
That is, an admissible permutation .c11;c12;:::;c1k/
.c21;c22;:::;c2m/:::.ci1;ci2;:::;cij/ means that we have
a constraint: at least two test vectors tcpq, tcpr in a cycle
should not use the same vector. That is, tcpq 6D tcpr for
some cpq, cpr in a cycle of the admissible permutation.
Therefore, the product of disjoint cycles .p;q/.r;s/ means
that the constraint is either tp 6D tq or tr 6D ts. For example,
an admissible permutation .0;1/.2;3/ shown in Figure 3b
means that the constraint is either t0 6D t1 or t2 6D t3;a n d
.0;1;2;3/ means the constraint is that there exist two i, j
such that ti 6D tj;0  i < j  3.
Now let us present the procedure for generating the
admissible permutationsby using a 44 baseline networkas
follows.
Step 1. Construct the constraint tables shown in Tables 1–
4 for each IIP of the 4  4 baseline network. In the ‘routing’
ﬁeldoftheconstrainttables,i ! .j/meansthatatestvector
THE COMPUTER JOURNAL, Vol. 41, No. 4, 1998
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TABLE 1. Constraint table for IIP0.
Routing SE0 SE1 SE2 SE3
0 ! .0/ DD
0 ! .2/ D
0 ! .1/ D
0 ! .3/ 
TABLE 2. Constraint table for IIP1.
Routing SE0 SE1 SE2 SE3
1 ! .0/ D
1 ! .2/ 
1 ! .1/ DD
1 ! .3/ D
TABLE 3. Constraint table for IIP2.
Routing SE0 SE1 SE2 SE3
2 ! .0/ D
2 ! .2/ DD
2 ! .1/ 
2 ! .3/ D
TABLE 4. Constraint table for IIP3.
Routing SE0 SE1 SE2 SE3
3 ! .0/ 
3 ! .2/ D
3 ! .1/ D
3 ! .3/ DD
is put on IIPi and ﬁnally reaches IOPj. In order to achieve
this goal, we must set some SEs to be straight or cross in the
4  4 baseline network. In the ‘SEi’ ﬁeld of the constraint
tables, ‘D’ means that SEi must be set to be straight and
‘’ means that SEi must be set to be cross. The constraint
tables can be easily established by observing Figure 3a. In
row 1 of Table 1, 0 ! .0/ means that IIP0 wants to connect
to IOP0. In this case, both SE0 and SE2 must be set to be
straight. Therefore, we write down ‘D’i nt h eS E 0 and SE2
ﬁelds to denote these constraints. Similarly, in the second
row of Table 1, if 0 ! .2/ is routed, then SE0 and SE2
must be set to be straight and cross respectively. In this way,
all the constraint tables for IIP0, IIP1, IIP2 and IIP3 can be
constructed.
Step 2. Generate admissible permutations. Start with any
IIP and use DFS (depth-ﬁrst search) exhaustive search to
ﬁnd all reachable IOPs by using the constraint table. Then
recursively do this step until all admissible permutations are
found.
This process tries to generate all admissible permutations
in the network by using a tree searching technique depicted
in Figure 5. The detailed information is kept in Table 5.
All the nodes of the tree will be traversed according to the
depth-ﬁrstsearch order. In Table 5, the ‘level’ﬁeld identiﬁes
the level of the depth-ﬁrst search. In line 0, since there
is no initial constraint, the possible routing destinations of
IIP0 are IOP0,I O P 1,I O P 2 or IOP3. Therefore, the ‘possible
routing’ ﬁeld in line 0 is written as 0 ! .0o r1o r2o r3 ) .
We explore those four possibilities in lines 1, 8, 15 and 21
respectively. In Figure 5, the number inside a node denotes
the corresponding line number in Table 5. This is indeed a
depth-ﬁrst search technique. In line 1, if a test vector is put
on IIP0 and reaches IOP0 (denoted as 0 ! .0/), then both
SE0 and SE2 must be set to be straight. This constraint can
be derived from Table 1. According to this constraint and
Table 2, we can see that the ‘possible routing’ destinations
of IIP1 are IOP1 or IOP3,i . e .1! .1/ or 1 ! .3/.W e
use 1 ! .1 or 3) in the ‘possible routing’ ﬁeld of line 1 to
represent this situation. Now the cycle (0) is generated since
0 ! .0/. This is denoted as (0) in the ‘cycles’ ﬁeld of line
1. We further expand these two possibilities (1 ! .1/ or
1 ! .3/) in lines 2 and 5 respectively. In line 2, if 1 ! .1/
is routed, then both SE0 and SE3 should be set to be straight
(from Table 2). This combined with the previous constraints
(both SE0 and SE2 should be set to be straight) gives the
accumulated constraints (SE0,S E 2 and SE3 should all be
set to be straight) as shown in line 2. Now we know from
Table 3 that the ‘possible routing’ destinations of IIP2 are
IOP2 and IOP3.T h a t i s , 2 ! .2/ or 2 ! .3/.T h e s e
two possibilities are further expanded in line 3 and line 4
of Table 5 respectively. In line 3, if 2 ! .2/ is routed, then
all the SEs should be set to be straight and the only possible
routing destination of IIP3 is IOP3 (i.e. 3 ! .3/). Here, we
mark the ‘complete’ﬁeld in Table 5 with ‘’ to mean that an
admissible permutation .0/.1/.2/.3/ has been successfully
generated. Similarly, in line 4, we generate an admissible
permutation .0/.1/.2;3/. In this way, the depth-ﬁrst search
techniques are fully applied in Table 5.
Looking at Figure 5 and Table 5, we know that the
procedure exhaustively enumerates all the possible routings
in the network. Therefore, the above procedure can
generate all admissible permutations. That is, it can ﬁnd all
constraintsofthetestvectorsfordetectingtheexchangefault
(Group 2) in the network. However, the above procedure
uses an exhaustive searching technique, which is a very
time-consuming task if N is large. In order to make things
easier, we develop two reduction rules according to the
following constraint graph concepts.
FromTheorem3.1,we knowthat if weuse the test vectors
t0 and t1 for a 22 switching element, then we must let t0 6D
t1. In Figure 6a, we use a 1-cube constraint graph to denote
this constraint: t0 6D t1. Furthermore, from Theorem 3.2,
we have the constraints for a 4  4 baseline network, i.e.
t0 6D t1;t0 6D t2;t1 6D t3;t2 6D t3, either t0 6D t3 or t1 6D t2.I n
Figure 6b, we use a 2-cube constraint graph to denote these
constraints. This graph is a square in which the four edges
mean the four constraints: t0 6D t1;t0 6D t2;t1 6D t3,a n d
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FIGURE 5. A search tree for 4  4 baseline network.
TABLE 5. Process for generating admissible permutations in a 4  4 baseline network.
Line Level Routing SE0 SE1 SE2 SE3 Possible routing Cycles Complete
00 0 ! .0o r1o r2o r3 )
11 0 ! .0/ DD 1 ! .1o r3 ) ( 0 )
22 1 ! .1/ DD D 2 ! .2 or 3) (0)(1)
33 2 ! .2/ DDDD 3 ! .3/ (0)(1)(2)(3) 
43 2 ! .3/ DDD 3 ! .2/. 0/.1/.2;3/ 
52 1 ! .3/ DD  3 ! .1o r2 )
63 3 ! .1/ DDD 2 ! .2/. 0/.1;3/.2/ 
73 3 ! .2/ DD 2 ! .1/. 0/.1;3;2/ 
81 0 ! .1/ D 1 ! .0o r2 )
92 1 ! .0/ D D 2 ! .2o r3 ) .0;1/
10 3 2 ! .2/ DDD 3 ! .3/. 0;1/.2/.3/ 
11 3 2 ! .3/ DD 3 ! .2/. 0;1/.2;3/ 
12 2 1 ! .2/  D 2 ! .0o r3 )
13 3 2 ! .0/ DD 3 ! .3/. 0;1;2/.3/ 
14 3 2 ! .3/ D 3 ! .0/. 0;1;2;3/ 
15 1 0 ! .2/ D 2 ! .0 or 1 or 3)
16 2 2 ! .0/ DD 1 ! .1o r3 ) .0;2/
17 3 1 ! .1/ DDD 3 ! .3/. 0;2/.1/.3/ 
18 3 1 ! .3/ DD 3 ! .1/. 0;2/.1;3/ 
19 2 2 ! .1/ D 1 ! .3/ and 3 ! .0/. 0;2;1;3/ 
20 2 2 ! .3/ DD 3 ! .0/ and 1 ! .1/. 0;2;3/.1/ 
21 1 0 ! .3/  3 ! .0 or 1 or 2)
22 2 3 ! .0/  1 ! .2/ and 2 ! .1/. 0;3/.1;2/ 
23 2 3 ! .2/ D 2 ! .1/ and 1 ! .0/. 0;3;2;1/ 
24 2 3 ! .1/ D  1 ! .0o r2 )
25 3 1 ! .0/ DD 2 ! .2/. 0;3;1/.2/ 
26 3 1 ! .2/ D 2 ! .0/. 0;3;1;2/ 
t2 6D t3. The constraint ‘either t0 6D t3 or t1 6D t2’ is not
explicitly depicted in Figure 6b, but we should mention that
a square has this implicit constraint. The constraint graph
of an 8  8 baseline network can be represented as a 3-cube
shown in Figure 8b. In general, the constraint graph for an
N  N baseline network can be represented as a (log2 N)-
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FIGURE 6. (a) 1-cube constraint graph, which means t0 6D t1. (b) 2-cube constraint graph, which means that t0 6D t1;t0 6D t2;t1 6D t3;
t2 6D t3, either t0 6D t3 or t1 6D t2.
cube. Consider an 8  8 baseline network and a 3-cube
constraint graph shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8b, an edge
between two nodes means that we cannot use the same test
vector at the two nodes. There is a total of 12 edges in
Figure 8b. It is easy to see that each edge in the 3-cube
constraint graph shown in Figure 8b correspondsto an SE in
Figure8a. Besides, thereis a totalofsix squaresin Figure8b
and each square in it corresponds to a 4  4 sub-network in
Figure 8a. We can ﬁnd that the structure of each 4  4 sub-
network is equivalent to that of a 4  4 baseline network.
For example, the square with four nodes t0;t1;t2 and t3 is
mapped to the 4  4 sub-network with four switch elements
SE0,S E 1,S E 4 and SE6. The square with four nodes t2;t3;t6
and t7 is mapped to the 4  4 sub-network with four switch
elements SE1,S E 3,S E 9 and SE11,w h e r eS E 4,S E 5,S E 6
and SE7 are set in the straight state. The square with four
nodest0;t4;t2 andt6 is mappedto the 44sub-networkwith
four switch elements SE4,S E 5,S E 8 and SE9. Therefore,
each constraint in a 2-cube constraint graph for a 4  4 sub-
network is surely contained in the 3-cube constraint graph
for an 8  8 network. In general, we observe that the n-cube
constraints inherit all the (n − 1)-cube constraints.
Inspecting the process of generating admissible per-
mutations in Table 5, we ﬁnd that only one admissible
permutation .0;3/.1;2/ in line 22 is not included in the
1-cube constraints, so we call .0;3/.1;2/ a 2-cube extensive
constraint.T h a t i s , a n n-cube extensive constraint is a
constraintthat isnot includedin the.n−1/-cubeconstraints.
Therefore, the n-cube constraints include the .n − 1/-cube
constraints plus the n-cube extensive constraints. Now we
can transform the task of ﬁnding all the n-cube constraints
to ﬁnding the n-cube extensive constraints only and then
combining them with the .n − 1/-cube constraints.
Consider the labels s and t of two IIPs in a constraint
graph. The total number of bit positions at which these two
labels differ is called the Hamming distance between them.
That is just the number of bits that are one in the binary
representation of s  t,w h e r e is the bitwise exclusive-or
operation. For example,in Figure6b, the Hamming distance
between t1 and t2 (0110 D 11) is 2. Notice that an n-cube
extensive constraint must include at least two IIPs in a cycle
where the Hamming distance between them is equal to n.
THEOREM 3.4. (Reduction rule 1) In the process of
ﬁnding n-cube extensive constraints, the path i ! .j/ can
be disregarded if tj is adjacent to ti or tj is adjacent to any
test vector tk which has been included in the same routing
cycle with ti.
Proof. If two test vectors tci, tcj,1 i < j  k,
are adjacent in the constraint graph, then any admissible
permutation which includes the cycle (c1;c2;:::;ck) can
be disregarded. This is due to the fact that the constraint
generated by the permutation has been included in the
1-cube constraint. For example, the cycle .0;1;2;3/
contains t2 and t3 that are adjacent in the constraint graph
Figure 6b. If we let t2 D t3, no matter what values
t0 and t1 are, the set of test vectors must be infeasible.
Thus, if tj is adjacent with ti or tk mentioned above and
ti, tj and tk are included in a cycle, then the set of test
vectors is certainly infeasible for detecting multiple faults
in a network. For instance, in Figure 5, the path starting
from 0 ! .1/ will generate four admissible permutations
.0;1/.2/.3/, .0;1/.2;3/, .0;1;2/.3/ and .0;1;2;3/.T h i s
path along with its subtrees can be disregarded because t0
and t1 are adjacent in the 2-cube constraint graph. That
is, we have required that t0 6D t1 in the 1-cube constraints.
The four constraints corresponding to the four admissible
permutations mentioned above are automatically satisﬁed.
Therefore, in general, we do not need to expand this path
if ti or tk are adjacent with tj in the constraint graph. 
THEOREM 3.5. (Reduction rule 2) We can start the
procedure for generating admissible permutationswith 0 !
.N −1/, anddisregard the otherstarting pathsandsubtrees.
Proof. In this procedure, we will ﬁnd the n-cube extensive
constraints only. Note that n-cube extensive constraints
must include at least two IIPs in which the Hamming
distance between them is equal to n. Thus, we claim that
the path starting with 0 ! .N − 1/ and its subtrees can
accomplish the task completely. For example, in an 8  8
baseline network (the general N  N baseline network is
also similar), we can start with 0 ! .7/ a n ds p a nt h et r e e
to get the 3-cube extensive constraints. This reduction rule
disregardsthe reachablepaths0 ! .k/, k D 0;1;:::;6, and
the symmetric paths of 0 ! .7/ such as 1 ! .6/,2! .5/
and 3 ! .4/. We explain the reasons as follows.
(i) If two IIPs are contained in a cycle of an admissible
permutation (which is generated by starting with 0 ! .k/
as above) and the Hamming distance between them is 3,
then the admissible permutations can also be generated
by starting with 0 ! .7/ or the symmetric paths of
0 ! .7/. For example, the admissible permutation
.0;3/.2;5/.1;6/.4;7/ is spanned by the path 0 ! .3/.
We note that the Hamming distance between 2 and 5 is 3.
Because .2;5/.1;6/.3;0/.4;7/ and .0;3/.2;5/.1;6/.4;7/
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FIGURE 7. The reduced search tree for a 4  4 baseline network.
FIGURE 8. (a) An 8  8 baseline network and (b) a 3-cube constraint graph.
are the same routing permutations of an 8  8 baseline
network,it can be spannedby 2 ! .5/ which is a symmetric
path of 0 ! .7/.
(ii) The constraints of the symmetric paths of 0 ! .7/
can be obtained by the symmetric property of the baseline
network. We can disregard them in our procedure to reduce
the generation time. For example, the permutation .2;5/
.1;6/.3;0/.4;7/ is a symmetric permutation of .0;7/.3;4/
.2;1/.6;5/. Hence, we can disregard it. 
Now let us consider the search tree for a 4  4 baseline
network shown in Figure 5. After applying Theorem 3.5
(reduction rule 2), we can remove the paths T0;1U, T0;8U,
and T0;15U (that is, the edges 0 ! .0/,0! .1/ and
0 ! .2/), and their associated subtrees. Furthermore, by
Theorem 3.4 (reduction rule 1), we can remove the paths
T21;23U and T21;24U (i.e. the edges 3 ! .2/,3! .1/),
and their associated subtrees. The reduced search tree is
s h o w ni nF i g u r e7 . W eg e tt h e2-cube extensive constraint
.0;3/.1;2/. At last, it is combined with 1-cube constraints
.0;1/;.0;2/;.1;3/ and .2;3/. Hence, we get all the
2-cube constraints .0;1/;.0;2/;.1;3/;.2;3/ and .0;3/
.1;2/ which indicate t0 6D t1, t0 6D t2, t1 6D t3, t2 6D t3,
and either t0 6D t3 or t1 6D t2. Although the result is the
same as that of Theorem 3.2 derived by Lin and Lin [1], we
will see that our approach can be generalized for the 8  8
baseline network in the next section.
4. MULTIPLE-FAULT DETECTION FOR AN 8  8
BASELINE NETWORK
In this section, our approach described in Section 3 is used
to deal with the problem of multiple-fault detection for an
8  8 baseline network. Figure 8 shows an 8  8 baseline
network and a 3-cube constraint graph. Similarly, we can
get the constraints of an 8  8 baseline network according to
thesearchingtreetechniqueswhicharereducedbyreduction
rules 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 9 and Table 6 respectively
In Table 6, the number ﬁelds ‘i’, i D 0;1;2;:::;11,
denote the SEi ﬁelds. The ﬁeld ‘C’ means the
‘complete’ ﬁeld. The process in Table 6 is similar to
that of Table 5. Here we generate eight ‘complete’
admissible permutations. The constraints of an 8 
8 baseline network found in Table 6 are put into the
‘3-cube extensive constraint’ part of Table 7. The
constraints .0;7/.1;2;4/.3;5;6/ and .0;7/.1;4;2/.3;6;5/
generated by Table 6 are excluded in Table 7 because
they are tighter conditions of .0;7/.3;5;6/.2/.1;4/ and
.0;7/.1;4;2/.5/.3;6/ respectively.
Observing the constraints .0;7/.3;5;6/.2/.1;4/ and
.0;7/.1;2;4/.3;5;6/ in Figure 9, in spite of the common
part.0;7/.3;5;6/,the constraint.2/.1;4/meansthat theset
of test vectors will be infeasible if t1 D t4 and the constraint
.1;2;4/ means that all of IIP1, IIP2 and IIP4 cannot use
the same test vector. Therefore, .0;7/.1;2;4/.3;5;6/ is
a tighter case of .0;7/.3;5;6/.2/.1;4/. We only keep
.0;7/.3;5;6/.2/.1;4/ in Table 7. Furthermore, we list all
other symmetric constraints in an 8  8 baseline network in
the rightmost column of Table 7. They can be obtained by
rotating the 3-cube constraint graph in Figure 8b.
LEMMA 4.1. In the n-cube constraint graph, if any two
IIPs whose Hamming distance equals n, do not use the same
test vector and all the test vectors of the network satisfy
.n − 1/-cube constraints, then this set of test vectors is
feasible for detecting multiple exchange faults in an N  N
baseline network, n D log2 N.
Proof. In this situation, the set of test vectors does not
violate the n-cube extensive constraints. If it also satisﬁes
THE COMPUTER JOURNAL, Vol. 41, No. 4, 1998
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FIGURE 9. The reduced search tree for an 8  8 baseline network.
TABLE 6. Process for generating admissible permutations in an 8  8 baseline network.
L e v e lR o u t i n g01234567891 0 1 1 P o s s i b l e r o u t i n g C y c l e C
0 ! .7/   7 ! .0/
7 ! .0/      1 ! .4 or 2 or 6) .0;7/
11 ! .4/  D     4 ! .1o r2 )
24 ! .1/  DD  2 ! .2o r5 ) .0;7/.1;4/
32 ! .2/ DDDD 3 ! .5/ and 5 ! .6/. 0;7/.1;4/.2/.3;5;6/ 
and 6 ! .3/
32 ! .5/ DD  5 ! .2/
45 ! .2/  DD 3 ! .6/ and 6 ! .3/. 0;7/.1;4/.5;2/.3;6/ 
24 ! .2/  DD  2 ! .1/
32 ! .1/ DD D 3 ! .6/. 0;7/.1;4;2/
and 6 ! .3o r5 )
46 ! .3/ DDDD 5 ! .5/. 0;7/.1;4;2/.3;6/.5/ 
46 ! .5/ DDD 5 ! .3/. 0;7/.1;4;2/.3;6;5/ 
11 ! .2/   D 2 ! .1;4/
22 ! .1/   DD 3 ! .4/ and 4 ! .3/. 0;7/.1;2/
34 ! .3/ DD 5 ! .6/ and 6 ! .5/. 0;7/.1;2/.4;3/.6;5/ 
22 ! .4/ D  D 4 ! .1/
34 ! .1/ DDD 3 ! .5/ and 5 ! .6/. 0;7/.1;2;4/.3;5;6/ 
and 6 ! .3/
11 ! .6/    6 ! .1/
26 ! .1/   2 ! .4o r5 ) .0;7/.1;6/
32 ! .4/ D  4 ! .2/
44 ! .2/ DD 3 ! .5/ and 5 ! .3/. 0;7/.1;6/.4;2/.3;5/ 
32 ! .5/   5 ! .2/
45 ! .2/  3 ! .4/ and 4 ! .3/. 0;7/.1;6/.5;2/.3;4/ 
the (n − 1)-cube constraints, then this set of test vectors is
feasible for detecting multiple exchange faults in an N  N
baseline network. 
According to Table 7, we ﬁnd two suitable arrangements
of four distinct test vectors. The ﬁrst arrangement is shown
in Figure 10. In this arrangement, there is no conﬂict with
the 3-cube constraints listed in Table 7. Hence, they can
detectmultipleexchangefaults(Group2)forthenetwork. In
the followingsubsection, we will show that this arrangement
can also detect broadcast faults (Group 3) and stuck-at faults
(Group 1). The second arrangement is (IIP0 D t0, IIP1 D t1,
IIP2 D t2, IIP3 D t0, IIP4 D t1, IIP5 D t3, IIP6 D t0,
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TABLE 7. Summary of the 3-cube constraints.
Constraints Type Routing permutations Other symmetric constraints in an 8  8 baseline network
1-cube Type 1 .0;1/. 0;2/;.0;4/;.1;3/;.1;5/;.2;3/;.2;6/;.3;7/,
constraints .4;5/;.4;6/;.5;7/;.6;7/
2-cube Type 2 .0;3/.1;2/. 0;6/.2;4/;.0;5/.1;4/;.1;7/.3;5/;.4;7/.5;6/,
extensive .2;7/.3;6/
constraints
3-cube Type 3 .0;7/.1;6/.2;5/.3;4/
extensive Type 4 .0;7/.1;2/.3;4/.5;6/, .1;6/.2;5/.3;0/.7;4/;.1;6/.2;7/.5;0/.3;4/,
constraints .0;7/.1;4/.5;2/.3;6/, .2;5/.3;4/.1;7/.0;6/
.0;7/.1;6/.2;4/.3;5/
Type 5 .0;7/.3;5;6/.2/.1;4/, .1;6/.2;4;7/.3/.0;5/;.1;6/.0;5;3/.4/.7;2/,
.0;7/.1;4;2/.5/.3;6/. 2;5/.1;7;4/.0/.3;6/;.2;5/.0;3;6/.7/.1;4/,
.3;4/.1;2;7/.6/.0;5/;.3;4/.0;6;5/.1/.2;7/
FIGURE 10. An 8  8 baseline network and its corresponding constraint graph using four distinct test vectors.
IIP7 D t1) which is shown in Figure 11b. Unfortunately,
this arrangement cannot detect broadcast faults and stuck-at
faults as stated in the following analysis.
4.1. Broadcast faults (Group 3) and stuck-at faults
analysis (Group 1)
After a set of feasible test vectors is found by the exchange-
fault (Group 2) constraints, we need to analyze how
broadcast faults mask us in a network. If two test vectors
ti, tj are put on an SE with faulty state S3 or S12,t h e n
both outputs of the upper link and the lower link are ti or
tj. Observing the outputs of the network, it will have one
fewer ti (respectively tj) and one more tj (respectively ti);
that is, the total number of ti (respectively tj) in the outputs
of the faulty network is not equal to the normal network
as shown in Figure 11a. In order to mask the faults, the
faulty network should have broadcast-faulty SEs elsewhere
and those SEs generate one more ti and one fewer tj in the
output. In general, a faulty cycle among the broadcast-faulty
SEs must exist in the faulty network in order to mask the
faults. For example, in Figure 11b there are two broadcast-
faulty SEs. Observing the situation in Figure 11b, t0 ! .t1/
and t1 ! .t0/. This means that there is a faulty cycle .t0;t1/
among the broadcast-faulty SEs.
THEOREM 4.1. If a set of test vectors is feasible to detect
broadcast faults, then it is also feasible to detect stuck-at
faults in a network.
Proof. The stuck-at fault located at a link can be considered
as a broadcast fault in the followed SE, as shown in
Figure 11b. Thus, the analysis for a masking problem is the
same as that in Figure 11a. The only way to mask the stuck-
at fault is that a faulty cycle exists in the faulty network as
showninFigure11b. Hence,if asetoftest vectorsisfeasible
to detect broadcast faults, then it will be feasible to detect
stuck-at faults in a network. 
THEOREM 4.2. Four distinct test vectors are necessary
and sufﬁcient for detecting multiple faults in an 8  8
baseline network.
Proof. Necessary. If three distinct test vectors can
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FIGURE 11. (a) One broadast fault occurs in a network. (b) A masking problem includes a stuck-at fault in a network.
accomplishthis task, then we have the followingthree cases.
Case 1. If more than four IIPs use the same test vector,
it is impossible to match the Type 1 constraints as shown in
Table 7.
Case 2. If four IIPs use the same test vector, by Type 1
constraints, the Hamming distance between any two IIPs
of these four IIPs in the constraint graph must be 2 (i.e. in
Figure 8b, t0 D t3 D t5 D t6 or t1 D t2 D t4 D t7). Now
the other four IIPs must use four other distinct test vectors
respectively. This can be proved as follows. The 3-cube
constraint graph is shown in Figure 12a. If four IIPs t0, t3,
t5, t6 use the same test vector, then by Type 2 constraints,
t1 6D t2, t1 6D t7, t1 6D t4, t4 6D t7, t2 6D t7, t1 6D t2 and t2 6D t4.
The constraint relations of the other four IIPs t1, t2, t4, t7 are
like a coloring problem as shown in Figure 12b. Because it
is a complete graph, it is 4-colorable. In other words, it must
use the other four distinct test vectors for the other four IIPs.
Therefore, it needs ﬁve distinct test vectors totally. This is a
contradiction.
Case 3. At most three IIPs use the same test vector.
Because the number of IIPs is eight, its partition of the
same test vectors must be 3, 3 and 2. Observing the 3-cube
constraint graph in Figure 12a, without loss of generality,
we let IIP0, IIP3, and IIP6 use the same test vector (i.e.
t0 D t3 D t6). The remaining 5 IIPs have only one
arrangement to satisfy the remaining two partitions: that is
t1 D t4 D t7 and t2 D t5. However, this partition conﬂicts
with the Type 5 constraints.
The above three cases shows that at least four distinct test
vectors are needed for detecting multiple faults in an 8  8
baseline network.
Sufﬁcient. We can use the four distinct test vectors t0,
t1, t2 and t3 as shown in Figure 10. In this arrangement,
there is no conﬂict with all the 3-cube constraints listed
in Table 7. Thus, there is no masking problem due to
exchange faults (Group 2) in the network. Furthermore, for
Figure 10, we can check that there is no faulty cycle existing
in the network. Thus there is no masking problem due to
broadcast faults (Group 3) and stuck-at faults (Group 1) by
Theorem 4.1. Therefore, the set of test vectors is sufﬁcient
to detect multiple faults in an 88 baseline network. Notice
that this set of test vectors has also passed the veriﬁcation
algorithm presented in Section 6. 
5. MULTIPLE-FAULT DETECTION FOR 16  16
AND N  N BASELINE NETWORKS
In this section, we will consider the N  N baseline network,
N  16. We will prove that six tests are necessary and
sufﬁcient to detect multiple faults in a 16  16 baseline
network with two valid states. We will also present a
multiple-fault detection procedure for an N  N baseline
network with two valid states by using only 2log2 N − 2
tests, N  16.
THEOREM 5.1. Six distinct test vectors are sufﬁcient for
detecting multiple faults in a 16  16 baseline network.
Proof. We can use the six distinct test vectors shown in
Figure 13. This set of feasible test vectors is obtained by
using constraint satisfaction and a generate-and-teststrategy
shown in Figure 4. In this arrangement, there is no conﬂict
with the 3-cube constraints listed in Table 7. The Hamming
distance between any two IIPs using the same test vector is
fewer than or equal to 3, so there is no masking problem
due to the exchange faults (Group 2) in the network by
Lemma 4.1. In addition, there is no faulty cycle in the
network. So, by Theorem 4.1, there is no masking problem
due to the broadcast faults and stuck-at faults (Group 3) in
the network. Therefore, it is a set of feasible test vectors for
a1 6 16 baseline network. Note that this set of test vectors
has also passed the veriﬁcation algorithm presented in the
next section. 
LEMMA 5.1. If k distinct test vectors t0;t1;t2;:::;tk−1
are sufﬁcient for detecting multiple faults in a test phase
in a baseline network with two valid states, then the total
number of tests for detecting multiple faults is equal to
2dlog2.k C 2/e.
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FIGURE 12. (a) The 3-cube constraint graph (t0;t3;t5 and t6 use the same test vector). (b) The constraint relations of the other four IIPs.
FIGURE 13. A1 6 16 baseline network using six distinct test vectors.
Proof [1]. Since both all-zero and all-one vectors should be
excluded as the test vectors, the length of the test vector is
dlog2.k C 2/e. Therefore, in total 2dlog2.k C 2/e tests are
sufﬁcient for detecting multiple faults in the two test phase,
each for one of the two valid states. 
THEOREM 5.2. Six tests are necessary and sufﬁcient for
detecting multiple faults in a 16  16 baseline network with
two valid states.
Proof. Sufﬁcient. By Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.1, the
sufﬁcient number of tests is 2dlog2.6 C 2/eD6. From
Theorem 5.1, we can detect multiple faults in a 16  16
baseline network by using six distinct test vectors as shown
in Figure 13. Since all the test vectors must be neither all-
zero nor all-one vectors in order to detect the stuck faults
at links, we can assign 3-bit codes for the six vectors. For
example, t0 D .001/2, t1 D .010/2, t2 D .011/2, t3 D
.100/2, t4 D .101/2 and t5 D .110/2. Therefore, we can use
threetests intheﬁrsttest phasewithallSEs set tobestraight,
and use an additional three tests in the second test phase
with all SEs set to be cross. Thus, six tests are sufﬁcient
for detecting multiple faults in a 16  16 baseline network.
Necessary. The necessary assertion can be derived by
observing that even a smaller 4  4 baseline network needs
six tests. 
LEMMA 5.2. If k distinct vectors t0;t1;t2;:::;tk−1 are
sufﬁcient for detecting multiple faults in a test phase in an
R  R baseline network, the maximum number of tests for
detecting multiple faults in an N  N baseline network is
equal to 2dlog2.k  N=R C 2/e, N  R; R D 2r.
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Proof [1]. Omitted. 
THEOREM 5.3. The maximum number of tests for detect-
ing multiple faults in an N  N baseline network is equal to
2log 2 N − 2 for N  16.
Proof. From Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, we have k D 6
and R D 16. Therefore, the maximum number of tests for
detecting multiple faults in an N  N baseline network is
equal to 2dlog2.k  N=R C2/eD2dlog2.6 N=16 C2/eD
2log 2 N − 2f o rN  16. 
6. AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR VERIFYING
TEST VECTORS
In this section, we will introduce an efﬁcient algorithm for
verifying our results. In an N  N baseline network, there
are .N=2/log2 N SEs and 16 possible states in each SE as
shown in Figure 3. Hence, if we want to verify whether
a set of test vectors is feasible to detect multiple faults in
the network or not (i.e. whether masking problems exist in
the network or not), there are in total 16.N=2/log2 N possible
cases to be veriﬁed. By Lemma 6.1, we can just check four
possible states (S3; S5; S10 and S12) for each SE. Hence,
it is reduced to 4.N=2/log2 N possible cases. That is, in an
8  8a n da1 6 16 network, there are 224 and 264 possible
cases respectively. However, it also takes too long to verify
the results if we just use the brute-force approach. The
goal of our veriﬁcation algorithm here is to efﬁciently check
whether a set of test vectors is feasible to detect multiple
faults in a network or not.
LEMMA 6.1. If a set of test vectors does not have a
masking problem in a network with four possible states (S3,
S5, S10 and S12) for each SE, then the set of test vectors will
be feasible to detect multiple faults in the network.
Proof. In the procedure for multiple-fault detection in a
network with four possible states (S3, S5, S10 and S12)f o r
each SE, the masking problems due to exchange faults and
broadcast faults will be detected obviously. Furthermore, if
there is no masking problem due to broadcast faults, then
the masking problem due to stuck-at faults will not exist
in the network by Theorem 4.1. Therefore, if a set of test
vectors does not have a masking problem in a network with
four possible states (S3, S5, S10 and S12), then the set of
test vectors will be feasible to detect multiple faults in the
network. 
In the following, we assume that there are only four
possiblestatesinthenetwork. Now,weshowtheveriﬁcation
procedure for an 8  8 baseline network in Figure 14. The
larger networks can be implemented in the same way.
The arrays A8T0::7U, A4T0::3U, A2T0::1U are used to record
the input vectors of each stage (from left to right) of the
network and AoutT0::1U is used for one pair of the outputs
of the network. See Figure 15 for a depiction. The array
mark[i], i D 1;3;5;7, is used to identify whether the pair
of outputs at IOPi−1 and IOPi is equal to the normal output
pair .ti−1;ti/ or not. The integer number is used to judge
whether the masking problem is generated or not. The
arrays b1T0::3U, b2T0::1U and b3T0::0U are used to record the
connection states of the network. The array normalT0::7U
is used to record the normal output vectors downward.
For example, in Figure 15b, the set of normal output
vectors is (t0;t4;t2;t6;t1;t5;t3;t7). Thus, normalT0::7UD
.t0;t4;t2;t6;t1;t5;t3;t7/. The for-loops in lines 3, 7 and 10
oftheveriﬁcationproceduregenerateallpossibleconnection
relations between A8 and A4, A4 and A2,a n dA2 and Aout
respectively. In line 4, it restarts the judge cycle by resetting
numberand markT0::7U. The functiongen-bin(ki;bi) in lines
5, 8 and 11 is to transform ki into binary form and put
each digit into array b1TU, b2TUand b3TUrespectively. For
example, if k1 D 12, then b1T0::3UDT 1;1;0;0U.
The function pass-vectors(Ai; Ai=2)i nl i n e s6a n d9i st o
select Ai=2 from Ai according to bi=2TjU.I f bi=2TjUD0
then Ai=2TjUDAiT2jU else Ai=2TjUDAiT2j C 1U.T h e
function output-vectors() in line 12 works as follows. If
b3TjUD0, then AoutT0UDA2T0U and AoutT1UDA2T1U.
If b3TjUD1, then AoutT0UDA2T1U and AoutT1UDA2T0U.
The function judge() in lines 13 and 18 is used to judge
whether the masking problem occurs in the network or not
by using the rule of Theorem 6.1 (see below). In line
14, we judge whether the set of test vectors is feasible or
not. That is, a set of test vectors will be infeasible if the
following two conditions occur simultaneously. (1) Normal
outputs in the Up-network (i.e. the following sub-network
connected by the upper links of all SEs at the ﬁrst stage of a
network), or Down-network (i.e. the following sub-network
connected by the lower links of an SE at the ﬁrst stage of
a network) is produced by the set of test vectors. (2) The
connection state (b1T0::3U, b2T0::1U, b3T0::0U) is not equal to
.0000;11;0/ or .1111;11;0/. Condition (1) is judged by
Procedure judge() in lines 18–22. The reason of condition
(2) is that if the connectionstate (b1T0::3U, b2T0::1U, b3T0::0U)
is equal to .0000;11;0/ or .1111;11;0/, then the outputs
will be normal outputs of Up-network or Down-network,
respectively. Hence, we must exclude them.
In Figure 15b, the normal outputs of Up-network are
(t0;t4;t2;t6). If the output pairs (t0;t4)a n d( t2;t6) can be
generated in Aout one by one, then the set of test vectors is
infeasible. For example, in Figure 11b, the normal outputs
of Up-networkare (t0;t1;t2;t0). If A4T0::3UD.t1;t2;t1;t0/,
then the output pairs .t0;t1/ and .t2;t0/ can be generated in
Aout by letting k1 D .1000/2;k2 D .01/2;k3 D .1/2 and
k1 D .1000/2;k2 D .11/2;k3 D .0/2 respectively. When
AoutT0::1UDnormalT0::1U (i.e. (t0;t1)), mark[1] is set to be
1i nl i n e1 9 .W h e nAoutT0::1UDnormalT2::3U (i.e. (t2;t0)),
mark[3] is set to be 1. If the above two cases occur in the
loops between lines 7–15, then we set the number to be 2 in
line 20. In this situation, the output pairs (t0;t1)a n d( t2;t0)
are generated in Aout one by one and the connection state
(b1T0::3U;b2T0::1U;b3T0::0U) is not equal to (0000;11;0) or
(1111;11;0). Hence, a masking problem occurs in the Up-
network. Therefore, the set of test vectors is infeasible by
Theorem 6.1.
LEMMA 6.2. All possible outputs for the SEs at the last
stage in the network can be generated in Aout.
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FIGURE 14. Veriﬁcation procedure for an 8  8 baseline network.
Proof. By observingthe for-loopsin lines 3, 7 and 10, all the
possible input patterns for Up-network and Down-network
will be generated in A4. All the possible inputs of SEs at the
last stage will be generated in A2. Therefore, all outputs by
the SEs at the last stage in the network can be generated in
Aout. 
LEMMA 6.3. Theinputvectorsof Up-networkandDown-
network are independentof each other in a baseline network
with four possible states.
Proof. By observing the 8  8 baseline network shown in
Figure 15, no matter which four vectors are selected for
the Up-network, the four inputs of Down-network can also
have the independentchoice chance. For example,no matter
whether (t0;t2;t5;t7), (t0;t3;t4;t7)o r( t1;t2;t5;t6)w e r e
selected as the input vectors of the Up-network, the input
vectors for the Down-network can also be (t0;t2;t5;t7),
(t0;t3;t4;t7)o r( t1;t2;t5;t6). That is, they are both
independent of each other. 
ByLemma6.3,we canderivethefollowingcharacteristic.
If one or more masking problems occur in the network,
then some outputs of faulty network will be equal to normal
outputs of Up-network or Down-network in the network.
THEOREM 6.1. If a set of test vectors cannot produce
normal outputs of Up-network and Down-network by the
veriﬁcation algorithm, then the set of test vectors will be
feasible to detect multiple faults in a baseline network.
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FIGURE 15. The generating tree for input vectors at each stage in an 8  8 baseline network.
TABLE 8. Comparison between our results and Lin and Lin’s results [1].
Results
The number of distinct test vectors D k The number of tests D 2dlog2.k C 2/e
Network size Lin and Lin [1] Our results Lin and Lin [1] Our results
2  22
p
2
p
4
p
4
p
4  43
p
3
p
6
p
6
p
8  86 4
p
6
p
6
p
16  16 12 6 8 6
p
N  N; N  32 3N=43 N=82 l o g 2 N 2log 2 N − 2
Proof. It is certain that if a set of test vectors has no masking
problemin the network,it is feasibleto detect multiplefaults
in the network. Our procedure can generate all possible
outputs for the SEs at the last stage in the network by
Lemma 6.2. Therefore, excluding the special connection
states in line 14, if a set of test vectors cannot produce
normal outputs of Up-network and Down-network in our
procedure, no masking problem will occur in the network.
Thus,theset oftest vectorswill befeasibletodetectmultiple
faults in a baseline network. 
The time complexity of the above veriﬁcation procedure
is O(2N−1). The procedure is more efﬁcient than that using
an exhaustive searching method which takes O(2N log2 N)
time. Our procedure reduces the computation complexity.
That is, from 16 possible states to four states for each SE
in the network and from a full network masking problem to
an Up-network (Down-network) masking problem. These
reductions have been proved in Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.3
respectively. In a Pentium-100 PC, we use these two
procedures to verify a set of test vectors. If the exhaustive
searchingprocedureis used, it almost cannot accomplishthe
task for a 16  16 network within a reasonable time. If our
veriﬁcation procedure is used, it only takes about 2 seconds
to do the same task.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented in this paper a novel procedure for
generating all admissible permutations in the baseline
network. It can ﬁnd the constraints of a set of test vectors to
avoid the masking problems resulting from exchange faults.
Moreover, we have analyzed all the masking problems due
to multiple broadcast faults and stuck-at faults. By this, we
can derive a smaller set of feasible test vectors.
Therefore, we are able to reduce the number of distinct
test vectors and use fewer tests for detecting multiple-faults
in the baseline network. Note that, as delineated in [6],
given a network whose topology belongs to an isomorphic
class, it is possible to relabel the inputs and the outputs so
that this network can directly simulate any other network
in this isomorphic class. Therefore, the approach used
in this paper can be adapted to any other network that is
topologically equivalent to baseline. In an n-input baseline
network, the number of admissible permutations grows at
an exponential rate .2.n=2/log2 n). We use reduction rules
to reduce the search space that excludes the generation
of (n − 1)-cube permutations. That is, we no longer
ﬁnd all admissible permutations. The topic of memory
minimization to characterize admissible permutations [7] is
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to be further studied in the future.
We compare our new results with that of [1] in Table 8.
The results marked with ‘
p
’ indicate that the exact bounds
have been achieved. Note that the results have been veriﬁed
by the veriﬁcation algorithm presented in Section 6.
Although we have gathered some important results for
multiple-fault detection problem in an 8  8a n da1 6 16
baseline network, more effort is needed to deal with an
N  N baseline network, N  32. Because the complexity
of this problem grows at an exponential rate, it is very
difﬁcult to analyze N  N baseline networks, N  32. We
hope that this paper will prompt researchers to study other
related problems.
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